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There are two conditions which are known to be necessary for the existence of a 
transversal in any family of sets, but both are sufficient only if the family is coun- 
table. This paper proves that these conditions are always equivalent to each other. 
The families which are compatible with these conditions are characterised, in the 
sense that each of their subfamilies possesses a transversal if it satisfies the 
conditions. Using this, a conjecture of Podewski and Steffens is proved. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Since P. Hall characterized the finite families of sets which possess 
transversals [4], it has remained an open problem to do the same for infinite 
families. M. Hall [3] showed that P. Hall’s criterion applies also in the case 
of infinite families whose members are finite sets. Next to be solved was the 
case of countable families, and, in fact, three different criteria have been 
given in this case. 
One was given by Damerell and Milner [2], who proved a conjecture of 
Nash-Williams. Later, Nash-Williams [5] proved a simpler criterion of 
similar type. Another criterion was given by Podewski and Steffens [7]. In 
all three criteria, there appear conditions which, for countable families, are 
necessary and sufficient for the existence of transversals, but for general 
families are only necessary. (Nash-Williams [6] proved that his criterion 
applies also in the case that any element of the underlying set belongs to 
only countably many members of the family.) Thus, the three conditions are 
equivalent for countable families, but it is not clear that they are equivalent 
for general families. The main object of this paper is to prove that two of the 
conditions, those given in [5] and in [7], are, in fact, always equivalent. We 
shall also characterize the families which obey these conditions, in the sense 
that each of their subfamilies possesses a transversal if and only if it satisfies 
these conditions: these are the families, every subfamily of which contains a 
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maximal subfamily possessing a transversal. As one corollary we shall solve 
a problem appearing in [8]. 
II. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
We shall find it convenient to formulate, henceforth, the concept of 
transversals in the language of marriage in societies, appearing in [5, 61. We 
thus replace the family of sets by a set M of men, the underlying set by a set 
W of women, the relation of membership of an element in a set by a relation 
K of knowing, the transversals are replaced by espousals-all terms are 
defined below. (Our notation is basically that of [5, 61, but differs in a few 
minor details.) 
A society r is an ordered triple (i&f, W, K), where M and W are disjoint 
sets, and Kc M x W. Throughout this paper, the symbols r, M, W, and K 
will be taken in this meaning. For F c M X W and a E M, F(a) denotes 
{ y E W: (a, v) E I;}, F(a) denotes the element of F(a) if 1 F(a)] = 1, and for 
A cM F[A] denotes U,,, F(a). Analogous definitions hold for F- ’ = 
((u, a): (a, y) E F). If Xc W, then D(X) denotes {a E M: K(a) c W). For 
A c M, Xc W, T[A, X] denotes the society (A, X, K n (,4 XX)); T-A, 
r-X, T-A -X denote T[M\p, W], T[M, w\cu], T[kf/A, w], respec- 
tively. For a E M, u E W: r-a, r-u, r-a-u denote r- {a), r- (u}, 
r - {a} - {u}, respectively. 
A subset E of M x W is called an espousal if IE(a)l < 1 and ]E-‘(x)1 < 1 
for every a E iI4, x E W. The espousal E is said to be an espousal of the 
subset A of M if A = {a E M: (a, y) E E for some y E W}, and it is said to 
be into the subset X of W if XI> E[A 1. If E is an espousal of A and B c A, 
then E r B denotes En (B x W). A subset of M is said to be espousable if 
there exists an espousal of it, and is said to be inespousable, otherwise. An 
espousal of it4 is called also an espousal of r, and if such an espousal exists, 
r is said to be espousable. For A c A4, Es(A) denotes the set of espousals of 
A. A subset C of M is called critical if it is espousable, and for every 
espousal E of C there holds E[C] = K[ C]. 
Let us now proceed to describe the concepts used in the criterion proved 
in [5]. A string f in a given set S is an injectiv.e function from an ordinal a 
into S. We denote a = dom f (the domain off), and {f (j?): /3 < a} = rge f 
(the range off ). For P < y < dom f, fro+, denotes the string with domain [ = 
{19: p + 8 < y}, defined by: f18,J8) = f (/3 + 0) for every 19 E 4. We also write 
fy =flO,y) (that is, the restriction off to y). Let f ‘, i < I be a transfinite 
sequence of strings in the set S, with pairwise disjoint ranges, and let 
dom f i = ai. The concatenation of the f i - s, denoted by eicl f i, is defined 
to be the string f whose domain is Ci,l ai and which satisfies: 
f(Ci<tc ai + 0) = f “(0) for every K < A and 8 < a,. If L is finite, we may also 
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denote *i<.lfi=fo*f’*...*f ‘-I. The string whose domain is empty is 
denoted by 0. If u E W the string g with dom g = 1 = (0) and g(0) = u is 
denoted by [u]. 
The size (IS]] f o a set S is defined to be its cardinality if it is finite, and co 
if it is infinite. The symbol “co” obeys the following rules: for an integer n, 
n+w=w,n--co=-w,w-al==. 
For a string f in W, d(f) denotes D(rge f), r[ f ] denotes T[d(f ), rge f 1, 
and r/f is r-A(f) - rgeJ: A function q on strings in W, which takes its 
values in the integers or {+co, -co}, is defined, by induction on the length of 
the domain of the string, as follows: q(O) = - IID@)l/. Now, if q(g) has been 
defined for every g with dom g ( dom f = 2, then define q(f) to be: 
(i) q(f,) + 1 - IlA(f )\A(f,)lj if il is a successor ordinal K + 1, 
(ii) (lim inf,,,% q(fe)) - IlA(f )\U,<, A( if ,4 is a limit ordinal. 
When the identity of the society in which the symbols q, D, and A are 
taken is not clear from the context, we shall add the name of the society as a 
subscript. Thus, if x is the name of the society, we shall write q&f ), D,(A), 
Ax( f ). If no subscript is added, these symbols are taken in the society IY 
III. Two NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR ESPOUSABILITY 
The following condition is obviously necessary for r to be espousable: 
CONDITION A. There does not exist a critical subset C of M and an 
a E M\C such that K(a) c C. 
A society satisfying Condition A will be called c-admissible. Podewski 
and Steffens [7] proved that Condition A is also sufftcient if M is countable. 
Less obvious is the necessity of the following condition: 
CONDITION B. There does not exist a string f in W with q(f) < 0. 
A society satisfying this condition will be called q-admissible. The 
necessity of Condition B follows from Lemma 1 taken from [S] (this, and 
other lemmas below taken from [5], are stated there only for strings with 
countable domain, but no use of the countability is made in the proofs, so we 
state them generally). 
LEMMA 1 ([ 5, Lemma 1.1 I). Zf E is an espousal of r and f is a string in 
K then Ilw%f )\E[A(f 1111 G q(f ). 
In [ 5 ], it is proved that if r is q-admissible and M is countable, then r is 
espousable. Thus, Conditions A and B are equivalent for societies in which 
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M is countable. The main purpose of this paper is to prove that they are, in 
fact, equivalent for every society. 
THEOREM 1. The folowing conditions are equivalent: 
(i) There exists an inespousable subset of M containing a maximal 
espousable subset; 
(ii) I is not c-admissible; 
(iii) I is not q-admissible. 
ProoJ The main step in the proof of (i) + (ii) is the following result due 
to Podewski and Steffens. 
LEMMA 2 ([ 7, Lemmas 1 and 21). If I is espousable, then M contains a 
greatest critical subset C, and 
(-) {E[M]: E E Es(M)} = K[C]. 
Proof of (i) * (ii). Assume that (i) holds, and let A be an inespousable 
subset of M, containing a maximal espousable subset B. Applying Lemma 2 
to the society T[B, W], we get a greatest critical subfamily C of B. Since B is 
maximal espousable in A, for every a E A\B, K(a) c E[B] for every 
E E Es(B), and hence, again by Lemma 2, K(a) c E(C]. But, since A is 
inespousable, A\B # 0, and thus taking any a E A\B shows that (ii) holds. 
For the rest of the proof we shall need some properties of the function q. 
LEMMA 3. Let f and g be strings in W, with (rge f) n (rge g) = 0. Then 
su * s> = s(f) + 4r&). 
The proof is precisely the same as that of [5, Lemma 2.111, which states 
the particular case q(f) = 0. 
LEMMA 4. Let I be a q-admissible society. Then, there exists a string f 
in W with q(f) = 0, such that qr,,(g) > 1 for every nonempty string g in 
Whef 1. 
Proof: Let (3’ be the set of all sequences G = (g4)o,, , where a is an 
ordinal not greater than 1 W], and the gs -s are strings in W which satisfy: 
go = 0, gD # 0 for /3 > 0, (rge g”) n (rgegq = 0 for y # p, and for every 
K < a qrl~ro<~g~~(gK) = 0. 
Let us show that for every G= (g”),,,E CPI, if’ g= *4<n g’, then 
q(g) = 0. We shall prove this by induction on a. If a = 0, then g = 0, and 
q(g) = - ]]4(0)]/ < 0, but since r is q-admissible we have q(g) > 0, and 
hence, q(g) = 0. Clearly, for any y < a the initial sequence (g4)o,, of G also 
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belongs to a, and hence, by the induction hypothesis, we may assume that it 
satisfies the claim. First, suppose that a = y + 1 for some y, Then, by 
Lemma 3, q(g) = q(*D<y go) t qr,(rD<ygDj(gq, which, by the induction 
hypothesis and the assumption that G E @, is equal to zero. If a is a limit 
ordinal, then 
the last equality following from the induction hypothesis. But, since r is q- 
admissible, q(g) > 0, and hence, q(g) = 0. 
We define an order on cp( by: G > H if H is an initial sequence of G. If 
(G%<K is an ascending chain in @, then Us< I[ G’ is an upper bound for all 
elements of the chain. Hence, by Zorn’s Lemma, there exists a maximal 
element F= (f4)4<tl in @. Let f = *4<V f 4. Then, since FE GZ, q(f) = 0. 
By Lemma 3 qr,kg) > 0 for every string g in W\rgeJ If q,.,kg) = 0 
occurred, then adding f V = g to F would contradict the maximality of F. 
Hence, f is the string requested in the lemma. 
LEMMA 5 ([ 5, Lemma 3.41). Let r be q-admissible, and let a E M. Then 
there exists a string f in W and u E K(a)\rge f such that (T/f) - a - u is q- 
admissible. 
LEMMA 6 ([5, Lemma 2. lo]). If u E W and f is a string in w\(u), then 
d[ul * f I= 1 + Qr-U(f 1. 
LEMMA 7. Let Cc M be critical, and let r’ = T[C, K[C]]. Then, there 
exists a string f such that rge f = K[C], and qr,(f) = 0. 
Proof. Since C is espousable, r’ is q-admissible. By Lemma 4 there 
exists a string f in K[C] with qr,(f) = 0, and q,-,,,(g) > 1 for every 
nonempty string g in K[C]\rgeJ We would like to prove that rge f = K[C]. 
Suppose this is not the case. Let A = C\d( f ), X = K[C]\rge J Since 
qr,(f) = 0, by Lemma 1 for every espousal E of C E[d(f)] =rgeJ 
Therefore, the society P = T[A, X] is espousable, so let F E &(I”‘). Since C 
is critical in r, A is critical in P. Therefore, since we assume that Xf 0, 
also A#QJ. Choose any a,EA, and let ul=F(a,). Let r’=r”-u,. For 
any string h in x\( U, } we have, by the properties off, q,.,,( [u,] * h) > 1, and 
hence, by Lemma 6, q,.,(h) > 0. Hence, by Lemma 5, there exist a string h, 
in X,=X-{a,} and u,EK(a,)nX,\rgeh, such that I”=(T’/h,)- 
a, - a2 is q-admissible. Let a, = F-‘(u,). Applying Lemma 5 again, we can 
find a string h, in X, = X,\{u,} and z+ E K(a,) n X,\rge h,, such that T3 = 
(T/h,) - a, - n3 is q-admissible. We can proceed in this way to construct a 
sequence S = (ai}:, of different elements of A, and a sequence T = {I+}: 2 
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of different elements of X, such that ui+ i E K(ai) for every i > 1, and 
F-’ [T] c S. We can now define a new espousal F’ of r” by: F’(a) = F(a) 
for Q 66 S, and F’(ai) = ui+ 1 for every ui E S. But U, E K[A]\F’[A], which 
contradicts the fact that A is critical in Y”. 
LEMMA 8 ([5, Lemma 2.81). If A is a finite subset of M undf is a string 
in K then %-.,,tf) = q(f) + IIA n4fN 
Proof of (ii) + (iii). Let C be a critical subset of M, and let a E M\C be 
such that K(u) cK[C]. Let r’ = T[C, W] and P’ =T[CU {a}, W]. By 
Lemma 7 there exists a string f in K[C] such that q,,(f) = 0 and 
rgef =K[C]. Then, by Lemma 8, q&f)=q,.,(f)- 1 =-1, and since 
clearly qr(f) < q&f) we get qr(f) < -1, which proves (iii). 
Lemma 9 is in a sense the reverse to Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 9. Let A be a finite subset of M such that M\p is espousuble. 
Then. 
inf(q(f): rgef = W}=sup(\lXl\:Xc W,r-A-Xis espousuble}-([All. 
(1) 
Prooj Let us first prove that for every Xc W for which r-A -X is 
espousable and any string f with rge f = W there holds: q(f) > llXl/ - IIAII. 
Let I” = r--A. By Lemma 1, q,.,(f) > ]]X]], hence, using Lemma 8, we 
have q,.(f) = qr,(f) - IIAII > l]X]l - JIAII. This shows that the left-hand side 
of (1) is greater than or equal to the right-hand side. To show te reverse 
inequality, we may assume that sup(l]XI]: r-A -X is espousable} < co. 
Let X be a subset of W at which this supremum is attained. Then, in TN = 
r-A -X, iP&4 is critical. By Lemma 7 there exists therefore a string g 
with rge g = P&X, such that qr,,(g) = 0. Let h be a string with rge h =X, 
and let f = h * g. Let r* = r-A. It is easily seen that q,-,(f) = q,.,,(g) + 
l]Xl] = I]X]l. Now, applying Lemma 8, we get qr(f) = ](X(] - [IAIl, which 
completes the proof. 
LEMMA 10. Suppose that r is inespousuble, and that there is u’j?nite 
subset A of M such that r-A is espousuble. Let f be a string with 
rge(f) = W. Then there exists u string g = h * k such that rge g = W, 
q(g) < q(f) und q(h) -C 0. 
Proof. Take A c A4 with minimal cardinality for which r’ = r-A is 
espousable. Then, A4jA is a maximal espousable subset of M. By Lemma 2 
M\A contains a greatest critical subset C. For every a E A, M’+ U {a} is not 
espousable, and hence K(u) c n (E[M\P]: E E Es(m)}, which, again by 
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Lemma 2, is equal to K[ C]. Since M\A is espousable K(b) dr. K[ C] for any 
b E (M\A)\C, and therefore, 
D(K[C])= cull. (2) 
By Lemma 7 there exists a string h such that rge h = K[C] and 
qr,c,arc,l(h) = 0.. By (2) and Lemma 8 
q,(h) = - IIA II* (3) 
If q(f) = co, then we may choose any string k with rge k = w\K[C] to 
complete the proof. If q(f) < co then, by Lemma 9, sup{](X(]: Xc W, 
r-A --X is espousable) < co. Let X be a subset of W at which this 
supremum is attained. By Lemma 9 
4(f) 2 ll~ll - 11‘4 Il. (4) 
Since C is critical and C n A = 0, we have K[C] n X = 0. Therefore, 
f/h - X = r - (C U A) - (K[ C] U X) is espousable. Moreover, /IXJI = 
sup{]] Y]]: r/h - Y is espousable). Hence, by Lemma 9, there exists a string k 
such that rge k = W\(K[ C] u X), and qr,,,(k) < ]]X]l. Together with (3) and 
Lemma 3, this gives q(h * k) ,< JIXI] - ](A I), which, by (4), completes the 
proof. 
Proof of (iii) 2 (i). Let h be a string in W such that q(h) < 0. Then h 
satisfies the following properties: (a) q(h) < co, (b) d(h) is inespousable. Let 
g be a string in W satisfying (a) and (b) and having minimal domain. Then, 
in addition to (a) and (b), g satisfies: (c) for any a < dom g d(g,) is 
espousable. If dom g is finite, then clearly d(g) contains a maximal 
espousable subset, and thus (i) is fulfilled. If not, then < = dom g is a limit 
ordinal. For, if 5 = p + 1 we can write: g = gp * [u] for some u f W, and let 
g’= [u] * go. Cl ear y, 1 q(g’) < 1 + q(g,) ( co, and hence, g’ satisfies (a). 
Since g satisfies (b) and rge g’ = rge g, g’ satisfies (b). But dom g’ = p < 
domg, and we get a contradiction to the minimality of dom g. By (c) and 
Lemma 1 q(go) > 0 for every 0 < [, and hence, lim inf,,, q(g,) > 0. We take 
f to be a string which satisfies (a)-(c), and for which lim inf,,,,,,q(f,) = m 
is minimal. Let I = domf: 
Let now S = {0 < A: qdfe) = m), and let {ai: i < v) be a well ordering of S 
coinciding with its order in A. For every i < v, let ri = r[f,,+,]/fai. We now 
make the following claim: there exists y < 1 such that for every oi > y ri is 
espousable. Suppose, to the contrary, that T = (ai : ri is espousable) is 
confinal in A (that is, for every a < il there exists BE T, 0 > a.) Let 
{Si: j < 7) be a well ordering of T coinciding with its order in 1. For j < tl 
let Xj = rlf,,, nj = r[fa,+,]/fs,. F or any j < q, if i is such that Sj = oi, then ri 
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is inespousable, and since Sj+, > ai+, it follows Q forth-i that nj is 
inespousable. Since f satisfies (c), for every j < v there exists an espousal Ej 
of A(fsj+,). Then, Ej r A(fs) is an espousal of A(faj), and since qdfsj) = m it 
follows by Lemma 1 that jIrgef,i\Ei[Adfs,)]II < m. Hence, 
A = la E A(fs,+,)\A(f$ Ej(Q) E wUi,>l 
satisfies [IA I/ < m. Clearly, r;ri -A is espousable. Hence, by Lemma 10, there 
exists a string g’ = kj * Zj with rge g’ = rgef,6j,6j+,j, such that 
4,j(d) G qxj(f[sj.6j+,J = 0 (5) 
and 
q,(kj) < 0. (6) 
Define a string p as fs, * (*j<V g’). Let dom g’ =,uj and dom kj = $j. 
Then,domp=6,+Cj,,~j.ForanyK(~,definepK=6,+C<RIUj.Since 
q(p,J = q(&,) = m, it is easy to show, by induction on K and using (5) and 
Lemma 3, that for every K < r, 
4(pr,) G ma (7) 
For K < r, let 8, = w, + 4,. Then, by Lemma 3, q(Pe,) = q(P@,,) + qr,p.x(kK)- 
But 
rise P*= = rge .f& (8) 
and hence, r/p*, = x, . Hence, by (7) and (6), q(pe,) < m. The 8, -s are 
cofinal in dom p, and hence lim inf ,++,domp q(pe) < m. On the other hand, p 
clearly satisfies (a); since f satisfies (b) it follows from (8) that p does also; 
and since rge p = rge f and f satisfies (c), p also satisfies (c). This 
contradicts the minimality assumption on f, and thus proves the claim. 
Next we note that there exists an ordinal /3 < A such that if 1 > a > B and 
ai --) a, ai E S, then 
A(fJ = u Adfe). (9) 
e<a 
For, if A(f,)$ UBca Adfe), then since ai+ a and qdf,J = m, lim inf,,, 
q(fe) < m, and hence, qua) < m. This cannot occur for a cotinal set of 
a - s, since it would imply lim inf,,, q(fe) < m. 
Take any i, > maxQ3, y). For any i, < i < Y there exists an espousal Pi of 
A(fai+,)\A(jJ into rge fai+,\rge fai. Let G be an espousal of A(& ). Define 
the espousal E as: E = GU (Ui,<i<v Fi). By (9) E is an espousal of L = 
u a<dom,A(fa). 
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We have thus proved that L is espousable. In the society r’ = T[L, rge f] 
we have: qr,(f) = m. Therefore, by Lemma 1, for every espousal H of L 
]lrgef\H[L]]]] <m. Therefore: sup{]]N]I: Ncd(f)\L, NV L is 
espousable } < m. Take an N at which this supremum is attained. Then 
N u L is a maximal espousable subset of the inespousable set d(f), which 
proves (i). 
In the proof of (iii) * (i) we used only the existence of a string h with 
q(h) < co and d(h) inespousable. This proves 
COROLLARY 1. If there exists a string f such that rge f = W and 
q( f ) < co, and if I’ is q-admissible, then r is espousable. 
Combining Corollary 1 with Lemmas 1 and 7 gives the following charac- 
terisation of critical sets: 
COROLLARY 2. A subset C of M is critical if and only ifr’ = T[C, W] is 
q-admissible, and there exists a string f in W with rge f = K[C] and such 
that q,.,(f) = 0. 
IV. SOCIETIES COMPATIBLE WITH THE CONDITIONS 
By [3, 5-71, if r satisfies one of the conditions: IMI < &,, IK(a)I < No for 
every a E M, or I K- ’ (w)l < pCO for every w  E W, and if r is q-(or c-) 
admissible, then r is espousable. Moreover, in each of these cases T[A, W] is 
of the same type as r for every A c M. Let us define, in accord, 
DEFINITION. The society r is called compatible with Conditions A and B 
if for every A c M, if T[A, W] satisfies these conditions, then it is 
espousable. 
It is of interest to characterise the societies which are compatible with the 
conditions as follows: 
THEOREM 2. A society r is compatible with Conditions A and B if and 
oniy if every subset of M contains a maximal espousabie subset. 
Proof. Suppose that every subset A of M contains a maximal espousable 
subset B. If B = A, then T[A, W] is espousable. If B #A, then T[A, W] is 
inespousable, and hence, by (i) a ii in Theorem 1, it is not c-admissible. ( ) 
This shows that r is compatible with the conditions. 
For the proof of the converse, we use an idea from [7, Theorem 81. 
Suppose that r is compatible with Conditions A and B and let A c M. 
Replacing r by T[A, M], we may assume A = M. By [ 7, Lemma 11, there 
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exists a maximal critical subset G of M. Let Z = Mj(D(K[ G])) and .Z = Z U G. 
If J is espousable, then since for every a E k&Z = D(K[G])\G we have 
K(a) c K[G], J is maximal espousable, and we have finished. So assume 
that J is inespousable. Then, there exist a critical subset H of J and b E AH 
such that, 
K(b) c K[H]. (10) 
Assume, if possible, that K[H] c K[G]. Then b E G is impossible, since it 
would contradict the espousability of G; on the other hand, b E Z is 
impossible, since in such a case K(b) u? K[G], which, by (lo), contradicts 
K[H] c K[G]. Since b E J = ZU G, we get a contradiction. Thus 
K[H]\K[G] # 0. Let E be an espousal of H, and let L = E-‘(K[H]\K[G]). 
Then, since H is critical in Z, L must clearly be critical in Z - K[G]. This 
implies that G U L is critical in Z, contradicting the maximality of G. 
Lemma 11 will be needed to prove a corollary of Theorem 2, but it also 
stands on its own as a rather fundamental property of q-admissibility. 
LEMMA 11. Let Q c K, and let x be the society (M, W, Q). Then, ifx is 
q-admissible so is also r. 
ProoJ: We shall prove, by induction on a = domf, that: 
sr(f) a 4x(f) + Ilqf)\4(fN (11) 
We may assume that 
sr(fJ < co (12) 
for every y < dom f, for otherwise (11) is trivially satisfied. For a = 0 
equality holds in (11). Assume now, that (11) is satisfied with fy replacingf, 
for every y < a. Consider first the case a =Z? + 1. Then, by the induction 
hypothesis, 
e(f) = sr(f0) + 1 - IPr(f )Vr(fo)ll 
a s,(fo) + Il~,(f0)\4udll + 1 - Il~r(f )\4(foN 
On the other hand, 
(13) 
4,(f I= ‘IXUJ + 1 - Ild,(f )\4&Il. (14) 
Clearly, 4(f,) c 4(f) c d,(f ), and d,&)cd,(&)cd~f). Let us 
show that II~,(f )\4dfoIl < co. For otherwise, either lldx(f )\dfiD)ll = a~ or 
IIqf0>\463)ll = co. In the first case, by (13) and (14), qXf) = -co, 
contradicting the q-admissibility of x. In the second, by the induction 
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hypothesis, qdfn) = co, contradicting (12). Thus we have, Ildr(f)\Pr(fo)ll ,< 
Ilqf)\4Kdll < 03. Hence, all sizes II . I/ appearing in (13) and (14) are 
finite, and substituting (14) in (13) gives (11). 
Assume next that a is a limit ordinal. Let lim inf,,, qr(fO) = m, and let 
(Bi: i < ,u} be a well ordering of the set {e: qr(fs) = m}, coinciding with its 
order in a. For every i ( ,u, by the induction hypothesis there holds: 
m = %tf-Oi) a 4~(fOi) + Ilqfo,)\4(fe,)ll. (15) 
Since x is q-admissible, this implies that I(dx(fe,)\drdfe,)ll < m, and hence, for 
some 0 < n < m and a subsequence (ii) cofmal in fi, there holds: 
Il4”ff$\4(fe,)ll = n. (16) 
Clearly, then, 
(17) 
By (15) and (16) we have 
On the other hand, 
Clearly, UB<od,df,)=Ue<ndxdfe)~d,(f), and Ue,,~rdfe)~~df)~ 
y. But Ilqf)\Uo., drCfe)ll < 05. For, otherwise, by (15), IlQ3\ 
B<a qse)ll = a, implying q,(f) = -03, which contradicts the q- 
admissibility of x. Hence, all sizes 11 . II appearing in (18) and (19) are finite, 
and we can therefore combine (18) and (19) to give (11). 
LEMMA 12. Suppose that M=AVB, AnB=0 and W=XUY, 
xn Y = 0. If I-, = T[A, X] and r, = T[B, Y] are q-admissible, then so also 
is r. 
ProoJ Let Q=Kn(AxXUBxY), and let x=(M, W,Q). By 
Lemma 11 it suffkes to prove that x is q-admissible. Assume that this is not 
the case. Then, by Theorem 1, x is not c-admissible, and hence there exist a 
subset C of M, which is critical in x, and a E M such that Q(a) c Q[C]. 
Since a E A or a E B we may assume, without loss of generality, that a EA. 
Since C is espousable in x, C n A and C n B are espousable in r, and TZ, 
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respectively, and therefore C nA is critical in r, . But, since Q(a) c Q[C] 
and Q[CnB]nX=W there holds: Q(a)cQ[CnA], and hencer, is not 
c-admissible, and hence also not q-admissible, a contradiction. 
From Lemma 12 there follows easily a strengthening of Lemma 5. 
LEMMA 13. Let F be a q-admissible society, and let a E M. Then, there 
exists u E W such that u E K(a) and I’- a - u is q-admissible. 
ProoJ Let ZJ and f be as guaranteed in Lemma 5. Use now Lemma 12, 
taking A =d(f), B=M\(d(f)U {a}), X=rgef, Y= w\(rgefU {u}), to 
show that r- a - u is q-admissible. 
LEMMA 14. Let r be a q-admissible society, and suppose that there 
exists a countable subset A of M such that ik&4 is espousable. Then F is 
espousable. 
Proof. Let E be an espousal of M\p. We shall enumerate the elements of 
A, and choose wives for them inductively, using Lemma 13. Whenever an 
element w  E E [* ] is chosen in this process as a wife for some m E M, we 
add m to the enumeration of A, and at a later step look for a wife for him. 
Finally, every m E M\p which has not been adjoined to the enumeration of 
A in the process described above will be married to E(m). Here is a rigorous 
description of the construction: Let {a,, a, ,... } be an enumeration of A. We 
shall construct sequences B = {bj}g=, c M and Z = {zi}E, c W, such that, 
zi E K(bi) for every 1 < i < co and 
r, =r- (b ,,..., b,} - (z ,‘..., zn} (20) 
is q-admissible for every 1 < n < co. 
Let b,=a,. By Lemma 13 we can choose zi E K(b,) such that 
r- b, -z, is q-admissible. If z, E E[MjA], let b, = E-‘(z,), otherwise let 
6, = a,. By Lemma 13 there exists z2 E K(b,)\{z,} such that r- {b,, bz} - 
@I, z2) is q-admissible. In general, suppose that zr ,..., z, and b, ,..., b, (as 
well as possibly bi - s for some other values of i) have been defined, and that 
(20) holds for n < m. If z, E E[M\P\{b,,..., b,}] let b2Cm+lj = E-‘(z,). If 
b m+, has not yet been defined, let it be the first element in the enumeration 
of A which does not belong to {bl,..., b,}, otherwise, let it be as defined 
before. By (20) and Lemma 13 there exists then z,+, E K(b,+,)\{z,..., z,}, 
such that r,,, - b, + , - z, + r is admissible. 
The sequence B and Z satisfy the following: B 2 A; the espousal F defined 
by F(bi) = zi, 1 & i < co, is an espousal of B into Z, and if zi = E(a) for 
some zi E Z and a E M, then a E B. Therefore, E r (M\B) U (F r B) is an 
espousal of M. 
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As a corollary of Theorem 2 and Lemma 14, we are able to answer in the 
positive a question of Podewski and Steffens [8]. 
THEOREM 3. If there exists a countable subset A of M such that MjA is 
espousable, then M contains a maximal espousable subset. 
ProoJ The property of r is passed on to subsocieties of the form 
T[L, W]. That is, for L c M, L n A is countable and L\(L n A) is 
espousable. Hence, by Lemma 14, r is compatible with Conditions A and B, 
and by Theorem 2 it follows that every subset B of M contains a maximal 
espousable subset. Taking B = M gives the desired result. 
Brualdi [ 1 ] proved that if M contains a maximal espousable subset, then 
Kiinig’s duality theorem holds for r, that is, if A is a maximal espousable 
subset of M and E is an espousal of A, then there exists a subset B of A such 
that Kc B x WV M x E[A\B]. From this and Theorem 2 we.get 
THEOREM 4. If r is compatible with Conditions A and B, then KGnig’s 
theorem holds for IY 
In particular, it follows by [6] that Konig’s theorem is true for societies r 
which satisfy 1 K-‘(w)1 < K,-, for every w  E W, or which satisfy the condition 
of Theorem 3. 
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